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We challenge you to compare any agricultural ceiling fan with AGRIFAN before you buy!
1. Composition - Heavy-duty AGRIFAN is all metal -- no plastic. For strength and balance without
weight, blades are aluminum. Heavy steel blades on a fan add drag and wear on the motor.
Steel blades can significantly shorten the life of a fan set on interval timers if the motor and capacitor
are undersized for the heavy blades and for the extra power surge required for their start-up.
2. Efficiency - AGRIFAN has a heavy-duty PSC motor with resistance protection and maximum RPMs
up to 330. It also has a 9.5 MF extra-heavy-duty weatherproof capacitor with twice the start-up
power of some other fans. Blades are aerodynamically pitched and curved for most effective
vertical, turbulent air flow. This efficient design allows AGRIFAN's maximum performance of a broad
2,400 sq. ft. coverage, moving air up to 43,500 cfm, and using only .71 amps.
3. Sprayproof and Dustproof - AGRIFAN has passed the UL Laboratory's four-hour Water Spray and
Humidity Test. It is UL approved as sprayproof. AGRIFAN's triple neoprene seals and neoprene
downrod plug give positive seals against dust and other airborne particles, as well as moisture. Field
experience shows that silicone gel is not an adequate moisture seal.
4. Corrosion Resistant - AGRIFAN has corrosion resistant baked epoxy prime and finish coats on all
metal housings and blades.
5. Heat Resistant - AGRIFAN is the only ceiling fan with specially designed, sealed high heat bearings.
Engineered of chrome steel with special high temp lubricant, they facilitate heat expansion and resist
drying out even in high heat conditions, such as near brooders and furnaces. Any other fan bearings
tend to dry out under these conditions and slow the fan's maximum RPM's, eventually affecting the
fan's ability to perform satisfactorily.
6. Condensation Drain Plug - AGRIFAN has a one-way condensation relief plug for added protection
against condensation moisture which forms from day and night temperature differences.
7. Cord and Plug - AGRIFAN is prewired with a 16" cord and molded, moisture-proof 3-prong plug.
This makes it faster, easier and less expensive to install or relocate the fan. The downrod is
moisture-sealed around the cord with a metal cap and tight neoprene plug that also provides
built-in strain relief for the cord.
8. Diameter - AGRIFAN has a full 60" blade sweep for optimum efficiency in severe service conditions.
9. Customer Service - Before or after the sale, customer service at NORTHWEST ENVIROFAN is fast
and friendly. Real people answer the phones and shipping is usually same day and always within 24
hours. NORTHWEST specializes in ceiling fans and prides itself on customer satisfaction.
10. Full 3-Year Warranty - AGRIFAN quality with a 3-year warranty makes AGRIFAN the smart ceiling
fan choice!
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Specifications: Model 190A-7
BLADE SWEEP

60 inches

AIR DELIVERY

43,500 CFM

AREA COVERAGE

2400 sq. ft.

RPM

330

MOTOR

Heavy-duty PSC, resistance protection, thermo protected

CAPACITOR

9.5 MF extra-heavy-duty, non-polar, weatherproof, encapsulated

BEARINGS

Sealed, chrome steel, heat resistant

AMPS

.71

VOLTS

120V

WATTS

86 watts

WIRING

16" cord with built-in strain relief, molded, moistureproof 3 prong plug

SHIPPING WEIGHT

24 lbs.

CONSTRUCTION

Cast iron yoke and motor housing
Aluminum, aerodynamically curved blades
Triple neoprene sealed
Sprayproof, dustproof, heat and corrosion resistant

FINISH

Electrostatic epoxy, corrosion resistant

DOWNROD

10" standard, 1" diameter (3/4" inside diameter), neoprene sealed

MAINTENANCE

Enclosed motor, sealed bearings, dustproof, corrosion resistant

WARRANTY

3-year

Northwest AGRIFANS are ceiling fans that add vertical air flow and air circulation to the
horizontal pattern of intake and exhaust from your existing ventilating system. In winter
AGRIFANS function to destratify and re-use heat, equalize temperatures and reduce
condensation. In summer they cool at floor level by breaking up the heat halo between
birds, and eliminating stagnant "dead air" pockets. In all seasons AGRIFANS dilute and
disperse fumes from litter and reduce moisture in litter and on building surfaces.

CALL TOLL-FREE FOR MORE INFORMATION OR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU !
Manufactured by:

Northwest
Envirofan
A Division of Northwest Environmental Systems, Inc.
P.O. BOX 2944 • OSHKOSH, WI 54901 • (920) 235-7808

TOLL-FREE 1-800-236-7080 • FAX (920) 235-3049

